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ursing shortages have repeatedly called for increasing the economic 
rewards for nurses, changing working conditions and increasing nurs-

ing's voice in the development of health policy. Evidence that nurses' 
power is increasing can be seen in their willingness to strike and to use other 

means to bring about changes in the workplace that have been oppressive for 
decades .. In addition, nurses have been able to mobilize their political strength 

to elect candidates to office who will ensure that nurses are heard in policy debates and 
are in leadership positions to develop and change policy. In San Francisco, a nurse was appointed deputy mayor 
for health and human services after nurses played a major role in electing Mayor Art Agnos. 



"Will 
t 

• nursing 

choose to 

perpetuate 

a male-

dominated 

svstem of ., 

power 

rather 

than 

develop 

alternative 

models?" 

Although m1rscs · power in th i: health-
ca re sys1c111 seems to be increasing. _tl~L'~"--' 
is evidence that a simultaneous slult in 

pmver is occurring within nursing itself. 
The nx:ent change in by laws of t he Amer-
ican Nurses ' Assoc iation to include four 
staff nurse positions on it s board of direc-
tors seems to herald a willingness 10 111 -

creasc the voice and power of staff nurses 
within the profess ion . This arose from a~1-

increasing concern about the lack of stall 
nurse representation in the organizati on's 
structure. Although " ... the delegates also 
voted to ·ensure' that staff nurses are 
liberally appointed to national task forces 
and committees,'' much of the debate in 
the 19X9 ANA House of Delegates cen-
tered on who would be included in the 
definition of a staff nurse. As one staff 
nurse commented. "Everyone wants to be 
a staff nurse now." 

How is nursing relating to this change 
in power·> And how wi ll it deal with it in 
1he future? As nurses increase their pow-
er. will they be wi lling to critici ze the 
system that has been grounded in a hierar-
chical model of inequality'' Will nursing 
choose to perpetuate a male-dominated 
system or power rather than deve lop alter-
nati ve models' Will nursing's traditional 
power holders - adminis1rators and edu-
cators - be willing to share power wi th 
staff nurses as equal partners in the work-
place and profess ional organizations? Will 
staff nurses want to adopt and support a 
pm1.icr-sharing model which encourages 
equal collaboration among all in nursing? 

Lei's proceed on two assumptions: 
(a) nurses col lecti ve ly and individually 
ha ve more potential powe r than curren tly 

each one ·s strength s, rcsourcl's ~llld :ihili . 
lies arc recognized. h's a process of con. 
firming one's se lf and/or one 's group. 

In terms of political action, cmpow-
enncnt involves the development orthrcc 
dimensions: 
, Raising consciousness of the sociopo-
litical reali tks of a nurse's world 
, Strong and positive self-esteem 
, The development of political skills to 
negotiate and change the healthcare sys-
tem 

Empowerment and feminism arc re-
lated. Jean Baker Miller noted that men 
and women often relate differently to pow-
er, wi th the dominant model demonstrat-
ing power-grabbing and wie lding it over 
others, while the feminist model is one of 
power-sharing. Power-grabbing invol ves 
holding power close to oneself and en-
hancing one' s own relative power by tak-
ing it from others. It is power m·,·r some-
one. Power-sharing, on the other hand , 
connotes sharing one 's inlluence wirhoth-
ers. A model of power-sharing may be 
more beneficia l to women 's andnursing's 
deve lopment than power-grabbing, in that 
it promotes equality. 

Audre Lorde said, "Our future sur-
viva! is predicated upon our ability to 
relate within equality . As women. we 
must root out internali zed patterns of op-
press ion within ourselves if we are to 
move beyond the most superficial aspects 
of social change. Now we must recog-
nize differences among women who are 
our equals, neither inferior nor superior. 
and devi se ways to use each other's dir-
ference to enrich our visions and our joinl 
struggles." 

is manifest, and {b) increasing nurses· 
politit:al awareness and skill s are neces-
.~ary to bring aboul changes in a troubled 
healthcare system. 

A femin ist model of empowennent 
for political action includes respect for 
ot hers and for se lf. power-sharing and 
equality. Feminist perspectives and equal-
ity must also be included as part of the 

What is Empowerment'! sociopolitical contex t for the conscious-
ness- raising dimension of nurses · cm· 
powerment. 

Consciousness Raising 

Empo we rment is the enabling of peo-
ple and groups or people to act and make 
dec isions where an equitable distribution 
of power ex ists. It requires a commitment 
to "connec t" with other people. so that 

Joanne Ash ley, Susan Reverb) . J:tn -
et Muff and many other nursing sch ol ar, 
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111ohility and creating barriers to higl1L·r 
paying po~itions. It is poss ibk to have a 
progression of cducati<Hl wi1hout oppre,-
~ion - hut only if nur~L'~ are willing to 
rcjccl thc..:dominant hierarchical modds of 
professions. While many nur~cs haVl' 
argued that establishing a minimum of a 
baccalaureate degree for entry into pro-
fessional nursing is 1he key to power for 
the profession, the National Black Nurses 

ture may aiso be seen in the stratification Assoc iation continues to oppose the B.S.N. 
of workers within healthcare institutions, for entry because of the potential to ex-

clude people of color from the benefits 

have wr it1cn about the unequal status of 
nurses in the hca l1hcan: system. relkcl-
ing scx.:ic ty's broader problems of gender 
and class. Inequality in the class struc -
1urc of 1hc healthcare system mirrors the 
more general contradic1ions of social class 
in soc iety at large. Memhcrs or the cor-
porate and upper-middle class dominate 
the policy-making bodies of North Amer-
ican healthcare institutions. Class struc-

a strat ification that visibly demonstrates 
the connections among class. gender and 
race. The racism and ethnocentrism that 
are part of the matri x of inequality in the 
nurses' world and soc iety must be con-
fronted for empowerment to exist. Ac-
cording to the American Council on Edu-
cation, people of color will comprise one-
third of the nation by the end of this 
decade. Currently. they are dispropor-
tionately represented in the lowest paid 
and least powerful posi tions in the health-
care system. Additionally, the marked 
disparity in the health status of whites 
and blacks in this country, such as in 
higher infant mortality rates among peo-
ple of color, further illustrates the rela-
tively powerless position of non-whites 
in this society. 

Nursing 's own record of removing 
racial, ethnic and class inequalities from 
its midst is not particularly laudatory. 
While the nursing shortage is enabling 
nurses to secure better wages and bene-
fits and, it is hoped, reforms in nurse-
physician practice arrangements, the 
nurse's aide and particularly home health 
aides - predominantly women of color 
- are gaining little economic status. Al-
though these co-workers are providing 
nursing care, the profession has shown 
little interest in advocating an end to their 
exploitation. 

Similarly, many nurses have failed to 
recognize the inequality that "entry into 
practice" represents, particularly to peo-
ple of color who have not had the same 
access to and preparation for baccalaure-
ate education as have whites. There is a 
difference between facilitating educational 
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and stat us of "professional" nursing. The 
issue is a complex one that is at the heart 
of nursing 's dilemma of how to be em-
powered within the healthcare system and 
in society wi thout perpetuating inequali-
ty. Should nursing adopt the practices of 
its oppressors or should it challenge the 
trad itional notions of what defines a pro-
fess ion? How do nurses obtain enough 
power for their voices to be heard and 
respected without undem1ining the stories 
they have to tell'' 

Nurses' political effectiveness has 
been hampered not only by the profession 
perpetuating, with or wi thout intent, thi s 
societal matri x of inequality, but also by 
some nurses holding onto outdated views 
of political behavior as "unfeminine" and 
unprofessional. Such judgments reflect 
an underl yi ng historical prejudice that 
society has had regarding women and 
politics. Just as Western philosophers 
held that rationality was the escape from 
the feminine, political philosophers be-
lieved that men by nature were political 
and women were not; men were rational . 
women were emotional. Thus women 
were not capable of effective politics. 

This conllict between the rules and 
values of the political world versus the 
personal world have left women in a mar-
ginal state in politics. Marginality is the 
state of living in two different worlds 
simultaneously: in this case one is regard-
ed by prevailing standards as superior to 
the other. Full realizat ion of one's role in 
one world portends defeat in the other, 
causing role conllict, anxiety and anger. 

Thi s state of marginality has become 

Rew,/11tio11 
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sharing 
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than 
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" ... nurses have failed to recognize the 

inequality that ""entry into practice" 

represents, particularly to people of color .... '' 

p,\infully evident for nurses. While nurs-
ing embodies values of caring, the system 
in which most nurses work values eco-
nomic efficiency and high-tech cure. This 
may be seen in the disparity of status and 
pay for nurses working in nursing homes 
as opposed to intensive care units. For 
nurses moving through the administrative 
hierarchy of healthcare institutions, the 
dilemma becomes whether they can suc-
ceed in any way other than by adopting the 
values of the larger system, submerging 
their own values in the process. This 
dilemma demands funher discussion by 
the profession if nursing is to adopt a 
model of power-sharing and move be-
yond marginality. 

Virginia Sapiro said that integration 
is the opposite of marginality and pro-
vides an alternative for change: 

"When a group is allowed, for the 
first time, to panicipate in governing itself 
and others, its significance- to itse lf and 
others - must change. It also changes in 
what it must know, believe, or do in order 
to operate in an acceptable manner. " 

Integration does not require that one 
adopt the values of the system. but that one 

value one's own perspective. This is 
evident in nursing 's public and profes-
sional reaffirmation of caring as its es-
sence in the face of exploding technology 
and society's expectations of cure. Such 
integration is essential if the profession is 
to alter significantly the power structures, 
values and priorities of the system. 

Integration is usually difficult for the 
group and the system. However, if it is 
successful, things stan to look very differ-
ent. For example, day care no longer is 
labeled as a "woman's issue" when wom-
en are integrated into politics, and recent 
attention to the day care issue by both 
major political parties suggests that such 
integration is taking place, albeit slowly. 
Integration for nurses would mean that 
pay equity or adequate staffing would be 
considered societal and patient-care is-
sues rather than nursing issues. Integra-
tion then requires that women and nurses 
value their perspectives: Their ways of 
knowing, values, beliefs and the work that 
they do. This is not to reject male views, 
but rather to put them into proper perspec-
tive. Integration requires that nurses de-
velop a positive self-esteem. 

Devclo1>ment of Positive Sclf-Estcclll 

Recognizing the legitimacy of one\ 
issues a~d concerns and understanding 
their poht1cal nature alone will not rnovc 
nurses to effective political action. Polit-
ical participation requires confidence that 
one can be self-regulating and control 
one 's own life. Such confidence connote, 
empowerment; it requiresadegreeofsclf-
esteem and a sense of competence that;, 
difficult for oppressed groups to achieve. 
Pierre Friere noted that oppressed group, 
are characterized by a self-deprecation 
that arises from an internalization of their 
oppressor's view of them. 

Susan Jo Roberts described nursing 
as an oppressed group. Examples of the 
self-deprecation arising from nursing's 
oppression include nurses who blame nurs-
ing and nurses for poor hospital working 
conditions or nurses who decry higher 
education in nursing while they enroll in a 
law or business program. It can be argued 
that many nurses are likely tobe limited in 
the confidence of which Sapiro speaks. 
given their gender, soc iety's inaccura te 
images of nurses and daily work in a 

"Nursing education has been criticized for 

not preparing nurses for the realities 

of the workplace .... " 
1,s Rc1 ·(1/11ri1m Spring / 993 



·-. .. fe1ninist methods f()r p,nver and political 

action demand tolerance of backsliding and 

respect for each other's atte1npts .... " 

sys1em that fail s to sufficiently value and 
reward the work of nursing. 

Feminist theorists provide women and 
soc iety with explanations and analyses of 
women's oppression. The theorists also 
critique the nonns and values of current 
society and explicate new ways of view-
ing the world and relating to it and each 
other. Carol Gilligan, Nancy Chodorow 
and others suggest there are different sets 
of values and perspectives about the world 
than those by which society ostensibly 
operates. These feminist perspectives 
speak to the value of women's voices and 
portray caring values that often differ from 
the dominant voice in the systems of health-
care and science. 

Patricia Benner and Judith Wrubel 
said that caring "as a word for being con-
nected and having things matter works 
well because it fuses thought, feeling and 
action - knowing and being." Such a 
definition indeed captures the voice of nurs-
ing. The work of these nurses, Professor 
Gilligan and other feminists provides a 
foundation to acknowledge the different 
voice that nursing represents in healthcare 
and to use that voice with confidence in 

challenging the current structure of the 
healthcare system. Challenging an exist-
ing power structure, however, involves 
political action within that structure. 

Group consciousness is a critical pre-
condition to political action. As nurses 
collectively begin to identify their person-
al and private concerns and translate these 
as social issues in the political and public 
arenas, they are beginning their empower-
ment. Group consciousness also requires 
that nurses understand oppressed group 
behavior-where the oppressor's values 
and behaviors are sought after and adopt-
ed. In the debate over membership in the 
ANA, the New York State Nurses Associ-
ation quoted the major arguments mem-
bers gave for an all-R.N. membership: 

"Will a technical nurse be president 
of our association?" Emphasizing , the 
difference between the two levels ofnurs-
ing, [a member] argued that technical nurs-
es "need their own organization and we 
need our organization." 

The elusive promise of power for 
nurses through "professionalism" is sought 
here. While there may be other arguments 
for an all-R.N. associalion, it is imperative 

1hat nu_rses rellect on the value sys1e,n lh,u 
underlies t,hell' arguments. Raising the 
profess ion s consc10_usness regarding op. 
pressed group behav10rcould collectively 
enhance self-esteem and transfonn nur,. 
ing 's positions and actions on a variety of 
internal and societal issues . 

In Reflections 011 Gender and Sc;. 
ence, Ethel F. Klein described the ri se in 
political consciousness as deve loping in 
three stages. The first stage is tha1 of 
affiliation, or recognition of group mem-
bership and shared interests. Unless nurs-
ing addresses some of the class, race. 
ethnic and educational barriers wi thin 1he 
profession, this group affili ation is unlike-
ly to be an inclusive one. Women of color 
have not participated visibly in the wom-
en's movement because it was seen as 
concentrating on the issues and values of 
the white middle-class woman. Nurses of 
color are unlikely to participate in a ''nurs-
es movement" unless it embraces issues 
and values that truly reflect the diversi11 
of the nursing community. Valuing nu,;. 
ing's diversity, its voice of caring and 1hr 
expertise it brings to the healthcare system 
can further the development of a positi w 

"Women need the p,nver to ad Yance their own 

develop111ent btot they do not need the power\ 

to lirnai uit th~\ ,do :in "nt of others." 
l<n 0/11111111 
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group iden1i1 y. 
The second stugc involves 1hc rcjcc· 

1ion of the trudi1ional dcfini1ion of 1hc 
group 's status in soc icly so tlrnt a new 
group definition can emerge. The new 
definition prov ides new images 1hut s1ress 
posi1i ve anribu1cs. These images prov ide 
a basis for group pride and purpose 1hat is 
essenlial for cohesiveness to develop. The 
new group definition will evolve from 
challenging esiablished defin i1ions 1hat 
have become comfortable bul e1hnocen-
1ric. To ensure nursing's group definilion 
is based upon values of equality requires 
inclusion of nurses of diverse e1hnici1y, 
class :md gender. 

As is ev idenl in nurs ing. tradi1ional 
roles acl as a means of soc ial conlrol. The 
conlrols restrain nurses' ex peciations for 
power, privilege and access to self-de1er-
mina1ion. Klein maintains 1hat 1hese tra-
di1ional roles keep the dominant groups 
in posi1ions of advaniage and power. Ac-
cording to 1he Secreiary 's Commiss ion 
on Nursing in I 988, although self-gover-
nance models have 1he potential to pro-
vide a new group definition for staff nurs-
es, such models do not predominale, in 
spile of documentation of current prac-
tice arrangemenls as a factor in the short-
age of nurses. 

Collec1ive mobilization oflen arises 
from failed expectalions as well as from 
objective conditions. In a 1988 study of 
regis1ered nurses ' commitment to nurs-
ing, it was found that the nurse "sees 
herself in an occupational and organiza-
tional posi1ion in which the freedom. power 
and support needed 10 perform her func-
1ions is simply not accorded to her." Should 
nurses try to smooth over the problems 
related to working condilions or confronl 
1he dissonance between their expectations 
of the job and the actualities of it? Nursing 
education has been criticized fo r not pre-
paring nurses fo r 1he realities of the work-
place: however, if nurses are collecti vely 
10 develop their potential powerto change 
oppressive working conditions and 1heir 
roles, Klein ' s work suggests 1ha1 this dis-
sonance should be foslered. 

The third stage in the rise of political 
consc iousness involves 1he development 
of a sense of injus1ice. As Klein has said: 

"Personal problems become political 
demands onl y when the inability to sur-

continued on page 106 
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Feminism & Nursing 
Toward a Feminist Model tor the 
Polit/ca/ Empowerment of Nurses 

continued from page 71 

vive or to atta in a decent life is seen as a 
consequence of social institutions or so-
cia l inequity rather than of personal fail-
ure, and the system is blamed." 

Nurses must recognize that many of 
the problems they face are embedded in 
the systems in which they live and work, 
and cannot be solved by their actions 
alone. The current shortage of nurses and 
crisis in the healthcare system are situa-
tions ripe for making nurses ' own profes-
sional experiences political; however, this 
requires that nurses stop using such op-
pressed behavior as blaming themselves 
("We're our own worst enemy") and, in-
stead, recognize the group's legitimacy 
and strength. 

Raising nurses' self-esteem and po-
litical consciousness could also lead to a 
transformation of nursing itself. In a nurs-
ing empowerment movement , leadership 
becomes, according to Kren Sachs, " ... a 
collective and dynamic process, a com-
plex set of relationships and negotiations 
rather than a mobilization of parallel but 
individual actors." Such leadership can 
provide the stimulus needed to transform 
not only the healthcare system, but soci-
ety ' s values in general. 

Political Skills 

The empowerment of nurses requires 
that they develop skills for political ac-
tion, such as those skills that will enable 
them to bring about change and influence 
decision-making. There are multiple pub-
lications in the nursing literature that speak 
to the "how-to" of political action. Most 
of these skills are the standard strategies 
that have been developed under male-
dominated political systems; for example, 
how to develop an image of power, build-
ing one' s own power and manipulation to 
achieve one ' s end. Although many of these 
skill s may be appropriate, and nurses cer-
tainly need to be knowledgeable about the 
techniques used by the dominant systems 
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to affect change, a feminist model of em-
powennent suggests that these skills be 
examined and new and different approach-
es to political action be developed. For 
example, a common strategy for "wi~-
ning" when a committee is making a deci-
sion is to lobby individual members be-
fore the meeting and negotiate their sup-
port. One can then "call the question" 
hefore full discussion of the issue is pos-
sible. This approach negates the impor-
tance of the group 's process and brain-
storming that could lead to a more creative 
and effective alternative. 

Even those who espouse feminist ide-
ology can be found at times to operate 
almost automatically with the traditional 
models and methods, since feminist ap-
proaches have not been given the opportu-
nity for development within the public 
sphere. One of the political skills that 
needs to be developed when working with 
others in a feminist model is raising ques-
tions with one another and exploring alter-
native methods rather than simply criti-
cizing another' s methods. Developing 
feminist methods for power and political 
action within traditional public settings 
demands tolerance of backsliding and re-
spect for each other's attempts to develop 
new methods. Jean Baker Miller points 
out: 

"Most of all it is important to sustain 
the understanding that women do not need 
to denigrate other women in order to main-
tain a non-existent structure of Domi-
nance; therefore women do not need to 
take on the destructive attributes engen-
dered by that structure. Women need the 
power to advance their own development, 
but they do not need the power to limit the 
development of others." 

Charlene Wheeler and Peggy Chinn 
have provided a resource for beginning to 
explore how a feminist model of power 
might be actualized. Under their method, 
a collective approach is used with empha-
sis on group process and consensus-build-
ing. For example, leadership is rotated 
constantly within the group and each mem-
ber is listened to until consensus is reached. 
While nurse administrators may argue that 
the multiple crises within the workplace 
do not allow for this time-consuming pro-
cess, Wheeler and Chinn suggest that oth-
er ways of developing and using power 
are possible: 

Revolution 

"Taking steps to adapi fe .. 
. . I 1 · min is, cess m patnarc 1a institutions .. · PrL>. 

t 
.. h . d . . c,,nhc . 
ng temng an discouraging . '"ky, 

f ' I d · · n1crc 
ai ures, an sometimes groups sec '"' 

able to move beyond mere lok 111
1111. 

k. · h en ac1s wor mg m ways t at are envis· · or 
Ot. h h d . . ioncct her, tent e ope -for benefits .1 ., c. • nu chan 
that happen seem completely i . . ge, 

I be . 'b nv1s,b1 on yto comev1s1 lelongaflerll · e, 
has ended." le group 

Operating from a femini st 11lo· ' . 
f h' k' , ucl1sa new way o t m mg m _the public War.Id 

The healthcare system 1s product- • · 
d . . h' k ' . onen1• e ; emm'.st t m mg 1s _process-orienied 

The trad1t10nal model of deci sion-makin : 
1s based on efficiency; the feminist d g . . · ino el 
on group collec11v1ty and equality. The 
challeng_e becomes how much we can 
foster this femm1st model and still be in . 
position to bring feminist values and mcih'. 
ods to prevail. 

Developing alternative methods in 
small groups in which feminist values can 
exist will provide a refuge and a mecha-
nism for testing new ways of opera1in~. 
According to Wheeler and Chinn, in 1heir 
book Peace and Power: A Handbook of 
Feminist Process: 

"Experiencing a community, even 
though it may be a small group where 1he 
ideals can be realized more fully , provides 
a place of centering; of concentrating our 
energies in a healing direction; of suppon 
for the values that we are seeking 10 enacl; 
and for exploring more full y what mighl 
be possible. Then, when the disappoint-
ments of the old world come crashing in. 
the visions of new poss ibilities are there. 
somewhere." 

These small communities can be cre-
ated within educational and service insti-
tutions and professional organizations: 
feminist values and methods are adopted 
for decision-making and process and 
equality are paramount. Nursing organi -
zations can do so within their corn1n1uee 
structures, for a start. Nursing units wiih· 
in healthcare institutions can change ihc1_r 
methods of decision-making through sel l-
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governance models that prov I( e 0 
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''The traditional model of decision-making 

is based on efficiency; the feminist model 

on group collectivity and equality." 

League for N~~sing .. Developing femi-
nist-based pohucal skills can be an ener-
oizing, infonning and transforming pro-
c . 
cess for nursing. 

Conclusion 

The women 's movement has been a 
mixed blessing for nursing. However, 
recent writings by feminist theorists and 
researchers suggest that the movement 
itself is in a new stage of consciousness, 
one that values women's voices, ways of 
knowing and life experiences. This new 
consciousness holds great potential as an 
empowering perspective from which 
nurses can raise their own political con-
sciousness. 

By identifying the commonality and 
connectedness of nurses' experiences as 
women and men and as healthcare work-
ers, nurses can further develop a sense of 
autonomy and group consciousness that 
1s necessary for empowerment and effec-
tive political action. In 1985, Dav id 
Allen argued that insight into the internal 
and external barriers to one becoming an 
~utonomous and responsible being 
.... changes the world since it renders 
inapplicable previous social regularities." 
lbrough consciousness-raising and em-
powerment, one no longer accepts the 
devaluation of nursing or of the subservi-
ent roles f , · A o nurses and nurses aides. 

nd, one no longer accepts a healthcare 
sysiem that values profit before caring. 

It becomes imperative that nurses rec-
ognize th · - e value and legitimacy of their 
own voices. In addition the connections 
inust be made between i~sues related to a 
nurse' . • s everyday work and those ot soc1-
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ety and the world : for example , under-
standing the commonalities in circum-
stances of other healthcare workers; rec-
ognizing the persistent gender, race and 
class-bound nature of many of society's 
social problems; and seeing the threads 
that connect nurses' circumstances to is-
sues of war, peace, homelessness, inferior 
healthcare and the poor working condi-
tions of home health aides. Understand-
ing such connections wi II enable nurses to 
embrace and mobilize workplace, com-
munity and legislative agendas that re-
quire their political action. 

Political action by nurses requires 
bold actions based upon visions that re-
flect both feminist views of the world and 
nursing 's commitment to caring. Susan 
Reverby noted that " ... contemporary fem-
inism has provided some nurses with the 
grounds on which to claim rights from 
their caring ... The demand for the right to 
care questions deeply held be liefs about 
gendered relations in healthcare hierarchy 
and the structure of the hierarchy itse lf." 

Questioning and challenging that hi-
erarchy .is a difficult task for even the 
strongest among us. To do so demands 
that nurses deve lop empowerment and a 
collective identity that will breathe confi-
dence, understanding and boldness into 
nurses' political actions , actions that can 
transform the profession, healthcare and 
society. •:• 
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 Toward a Feminist Model for the Political Empowerment of nurses 

 By- Diana J. Mason and Barbara A. Backer C  and Alicia Geogre’s

 Synopsis- A look at some old questions  about the male-dominated system of power and the 
inequality between nursing administrators and staff nurses- and some new answer. 


